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PREFACE
A practical combinatorial optimization problem of nonlinear discrete functions
emerges in a personal computer software package, NPK$PLUS. An algoritllnl in
NPK$PLUS illvolves so much tinIe to filld an optimal solution of the problem such tllat
tile efficiency of the software is reduced and the scope of application is lilnited. TIle
problem is NP-completeness problem. In most cases, an optimal solutio11 to the problelll
can not be obtained in a reasonable amount of time[Aarts 89].
Based on the cllaracteristics of the problem, an algoritl1ll1 composed of the ideas
from nonlinear programming, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing algorithms is
developed. The algorithm can be used to obtain all optimal or near optimal solution,
which satisfies the cOlnbinatorial constraint, ill a reasonably short amount of time. For tile
latter, two reference optilual solutions are given by tIle algoritlun. The algoritl1m has
been programmed in the C programming Language and has been tested on an IBM 386
compatible persollal computer. Near optimal solutions are obtained within 5 seconds.
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1.1 A Real Problem
NPK$PLUS is a cOlnputer software package tllat provides decision makillg support
for managing fertilizer lIse. It Ilas three main options:
A. Interpret soil test results for a specific field, display fertilizer requiremellts for
long range productivity and display tIle t 0 best fertilizer use options for maxilnizing
return on fertilizer investlnellts for one year.
B. Estinlate yield, cost and return for a specific fertilizer application;
C. Find tile best fertilizer application rates for each field to maxinlize return subject
to a limited fertilizer investment [Joll0son" 91].
For Option B, fifty fertilizer options are generated for eacll field. Each fertilizer
option has its own cost rate, return rate and identification number.
For Option C, the software deterlnilles optimum fertilizer practices for a collection
of fields and crops. Tilus, if a farmer chooses to lilnit the total amount of money illvested
in fertilizer, NPK$PLUS will find tIle best way to spend the money to obtain the
maximum return. The best conlbination of fertilizer options must be selected from all
combillations of fertilizer options. A combillation of fertilizer options is a fertilization
plan for all fields, which is made by taking one fertilizer option per field. A fertilizer
option with identification number 0, wllicll has zero cost and zero return, specifies the




NPK$PLUS Version 4 solves the combinatorial optinlization problem by traversing
all combinatiol1s of fertilizing options of all field (one fertilizer option per field). If it
works in the case that each field has 50 fertilizer options, the traversal algoritlml will
involve about SOn comparisolls for n fields. For this reason, NPK$PLUS Versioll 4 is
designed to work for no more thatl 5 fields ill practice. For Option C of NPK$PLUS
Version 4, only tIle top 10 fertilizer options out of 50 fertilizer options generated 111
option 8 for a field are used in searclling for an optimal solution.
1.2 TIle Combinatorial Optimizatioll Problem
The combinatorial optinlization problenl can be described as follows:
Find Maxilllum Total Return;
Total Return = r ](xJ) + ... + rn(xn);
. ri(xi) = return/acre of option xi x nUll1ber of acres in field i,
xi is all option number.
Bound Constraillt:
Total Cost ~ Capital;
Total Cost = CJ(cJ) + ... + cn(cn);
ci(xi) = cost/acre of option xi x number of acres in field i,
xi is all option number.
Combinatorial Constraint:
A whole field must be fertilized with only one fertilizer option.
Fertilizer options of a field are given in a fertilizer option table. So, if there are n
fields, tllere will be n fertilizer option tables. In a fertilizer option table, there are several
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items for a fertilizer option: option identification number, field identification nunlber,
unit cost, unit return and unit return rate.
1.3 A Traversal Algorithm
For Option C ofNPK$PLUS Version 4, a traversal algorithll1 shown below, is used
to find a solution to the above combinatoral optimization problem.
Algorithm 0 A Traversal AlgorithlTI
Input: Capital (linlited money), n field(s) (0 < n < 6), n fertilizer option tables (each




2. FOR (it = 1; il s 10; il ++)
FOR (i2 = I; i2 S 10; i2 ++)
FOR (ill = I; in ~ 10; in ++) {
temp_cost =fl[il].cost +f2[i2].cost+... +fn[in].cost;
tenlp_return =fl [i 1].return + f2[i2].return+... +fn[in].return;




















3. Output: Total_Return, Total_Cost, cl, c2, c3, c4, c5.
END
In the above algorithm, ci, 0 < i < 6, is a fertilizer option nUlnber of tile i_th field;
fj[ij].cost is the cost of a fertilizer option of the j_th field, fj[ij].return is the return of a
fertilizer option of the j_th field, where ij is a variable with respect to a fertilizer option
ide There are 4 x Ion comparisons, about lOx Ion arithmetic operations and 7 x Ion
other operations in the worst case for n fields. The computing complexity is about 20 x
Ion. If each field has 50 fertilizer options ill consideration, the computing complexity will
rise to 20 x 50n.
In fact, many farmers have more than five fields. They need a software program to
help thetn nlanage the fertilization. For satisfying their practical need, we find a new
alogoritl1ll1 to improve Opti011 C of NPK$PLUS.
Table 1 Top 10 Fertilizer Options With Projected Yield And Return [Johnson 92]
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Option Yield N P K Lime Cost Return Return
# --------- pound --------- ton $ $ Rate
/acre /acre %
1 39.8 50 20 20 0.0 17.60 31.50 179
2 39.4 50 20 10 0.0 16.50 31.12 189
3 38.9 50 10 20 0.0 15.40 30.74 200
4 38.4 50 10 10 0.0 14.30 30.40 213
5 38.7 40 20 20 0.0 15.40 30.30 197
6 38.3 40 20 10 0.0 14.30 30.03 210
7 40.0 60 20 20 0.0 19.80 29.77 150
8 37.8 40 10 20 0.0 13.20 29.76 225
9 37.4 40 10 10 0.0 12.10 29.52 244
10 39.5 60 20 10 0.0 18.70 29.37 157
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The new algorithm combines the ideas of nonlinear programming, genetic algorithms
and simulated annealing algoritlmls, to solve the conlbinatorial optill1ization problell1. A
program, written in C, has been developed. It returns approximately optilnal solutions
to the combinatorial optimization problem for up to 20 fields. If eaell field has less tllan
11 options, the solutions are found within 5 seconds on an IBM 386 conlpatible.
In Chapter 2, genetic algoritllms, sitnulated annealing and nonlinear progralllilling
are introduced. In Cllapter 3, tIle problelTI is analyzed. III Chapter 4., all outlille ()f tIle
algoritllm is given. In Cllapter 5, details of tile new algoritlun are givell. III Chapter 6..




The following are some general concepts of combinatorial optitnization problell1s
given by Emile Aarts [Aarts 89].
Definition 1 A combinatorial optimization problem is eitller a nlininlization problel11 or a
maximization problen1 and is specified by a set of problenl instances.
Definition 2 An instance of a conlbinatorial optimization probleln can be fornlalized as
a pair ( S, f), wllere the solutiol1 space l.r;; denotes tile fillite set of all possible solutions and
the costfunctionfis a mapping defilled as
.f: s ~ R (2.1)
In the case of minimization, the problem is to find a solution iopt E S which satisfies
f(iopt) ~f(i) for all i E S. (2.2)
In tIle case of maximization, ivpt satisfies
f(iopt) ~f(i) for all i E S. (2.3)
Such a solution iopt is called a globally-optimal solution, either minimal or maximal, or
simply an optimum, either a minimum or a maximum; fopt = fUopt) denotes the optimal
cost, and Sopt the set of optimal solutions.
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Definition 3 Let ( S, f) be an instance of a combinatorial optimization probleln. Then a
neighbourhood structure is a mapping
(2.4)
which defines for each solution i E S a set Si c S of solutions that are 'close' to i in
some sense. Tile set Si is called the neighbour/l0od of solution i, and each} E Si is called
a neighbouring solution or l1eighbol.lr of i. Furthenllore, we assume that .j E Si <=> i E ~i.
Definition 4 Let ( L~, ,f) be an instance of a combinatorial optimization probleln and let
N be a neighbourllood structure, tilen i* E S is called a locally optil11al solution or Sill1ply
a local optimum with respect to N if i* is better than, or equal to, all its neighbouring
solutions with respect to their cost. More specifically, in the case of minimization, i* is
called a local nlinimal solution or sitnply a local minimum if
f(i*) s f(i), for all)· E Si*, (2.5)
an in the case of maxilnization, i* is called a locally Inaxin1al s()lutioll or SilUply a !()cal
nlaximUln if
f(t*) ~ ftj), for all,i E St*., (2.6)
Definition 5 Let ( S, f) be an instance of a combinatorial optimization problem and let
N be a neighbourhood structure. Then N is called exact if, for each i* E S that is locally
optimal witil respect to N, i* is also globally optimal.
A class of combinatorial optimization problems is said to be in the class of NP-
complete problems, if any algorithm to find an optimal solution to such a problem,
requires a computational effort that grows superpolynomially with the size of the
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problem. Because of the property of NP-completeness, optimal solutions can not be
obtained in reasonable amounts of computation time[Aarts 89].
Over the past few decades, a wide variety of such problems emerged from such
diverse areas as management science, computer science and ellgineering and nlany efforts
have been devoted to developing methods for solving the problems. In consideration of
reducing computation time, a class of algoritlllllS to find approximate optinlal solutiol1S
are considered, including gel1etic algoritlllllS and simulated annealing algorithll1S.
2.2 Gelletic Algorithm
Genetic algorithn1s (GA) were first introduced by Jol1n Holland in his 1975 book
Adaptation in Natllral and Artifical 1.)ystenzs as a paralneter optimizatiol1 111etl10d. Gelletic
algorithms imitate the principles of natural evolution in the real world. Since tilen,
genetic algoritllms have been used to solve a diverse range of engineeritlg problems.
Over many years, biologists have identified the tlleory of natural selection Wllicll
governs tile evolution of tile biological world. Natural selection works on organislns
through its performance in producing offspring. Species create specific genetic material
for offspring. The parent(s) influence the inheritable structure and function of tile
offsprillg tilrougil the specific genetic material. There are several ways to create the
genetic nlaterial such as sexual recombination (crossover), mutation (random
nl0dification). Only in the case of mutation, the genetic endowment of offspring is
different from that of the parent. An individual is evaluated through its reproductive
performance (called fitness).
Genetic algorithms transfOflTI a population of individual objects into a new
generation of tIle populatioll Usillg tile theory of natural selection. That is, using tIle
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principle of survival of the fittest and natural genetic operations such as crossover
(sexual recombination) and mutation. Each individual ill the population not only has a
fitness value, but also is a possible solution to the given problem. Tile genetic algoritllffi
keeps breeding the population of individuals to find an approxinlate optimal solutioll or a
very good solution to the problem. Sonletimes it may find the best solutioll.
There are four steps in a genetic algorithnl [Soucek 92]:
1. Initialization - generate an initial population of tile search nodes. Let A.5'O = { si I
i = 1,... , n} be the illitial poplliation and Sj be the i_til searcll node;
2. Fitness evaluatioll - calculate tile fitness function value for eacll nodes. Let./{s;)
be the fitness function value of St.
3. Gelletic operation - generate new search nodes randomly by fitness value alld
genetic operator;
4. Repeat 2 alld 3 until a stopping criterion is met.
In practice, there are four 11lain tasks tllat lllust be done carefully for constructing a
genetic algorithm [Soucek 92]:
1. Choice of population of searcll nodes and representatioll of parameters.,
2. Determination of tIle fitl1ess function,
3. Design of an offspring genetic operator,
4. Determination of the probabilities which control the genetic operator.
That is, to design a coding schenle to encode the parameters of the problem into a
string. The coding schelne Olust be sinlple and be easily manipulated by a genetic
operator. A fitness fUllction must be relevant to the objective fUllction of the problem
such tllat a good searcll node (string) is one that wilillave a high fitness value.
There are some basic genetic operators: crossover, inversion and reorder. The
crossover genetic operator allows production of new strings through a combination of
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parts of strings. In the case of a crossover genetic operator, pairs of strings are selected
randomly and part of a string to which swapping takes place is selected randonlly" too.
The following examples show the operations of a crossover genetic operator, an illverse
genetic operator and a reordering genetic operator [Soucek 92].
Example 1 Consider two strings Al and A2:
AI: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A2: 2 1 4 3 5 7 8 6
Using crossover, generates two new strings
AI': I 2 3 41 5 7 8 6 A2 1 : 2 1 4 3 I 5 6 7 8
Example 2 Consider two strings Al alld A2:
AI: I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A2: 2 1 4 3 5 7 8 6
Using inversion in two parts, gellerates two new strings
AI': 4 3 2 118 765 A2': 3 4 1 2 I 6 8 7 5
Example 3 Consider two strings Al alld A2:
AI: I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A2: 2 I 4 3 5 7 8 6
Using reordering, generates two new strings
Al ': I 2 I6 7 8 I3 4 5 A2': 2 1 I 7 8 614 3 5
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2.3 Simulated Annealing Algorithm
Tile simulated annealing algorithm was introduced in combinatorial optimizatioll by
Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, Vecchi and Cerny in tIle early 1980's. The algoritllnl is based on a
simulation of the physical annealing process of solids. It is an aIlother approxilllation
algorithm for solving large combillatorial optimization problems.
Annealing is a tllermal process to reduce tIle energy state of a solid tllrougll a Ileat
bath. There are two steps in the process [Barker & llenderson 1976; Kirkpatrick.. Gelatt &
Vecchi, 1982; 1983]:
1. Illcrease tIle tetnperature of the Ileat batll to a InaxilllUlTI value at wllich tIle solid
melts.
2. Decrease carefully tile temperature of the Ileat bath until the particles arrange
themselves in the ground state of the solid.
The arrangement of particles of the solid in tile liquid pl1ase are set randomly. In the
ground state, the particles are set in a structured lattice and the energy of state of tIle
solid is nlinimal.
Algorithm 1 (Simulated Allnealing Algoritllm) [Aarts 89]
Initialize(istart , cO' LO, );,
k=O;
l=lstart;
while (ck != stop criterion) {
for 1:=1 to Lk; do {
generate (j from Si);
if fO) ~ f(i) then i=j
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In Algoritm 1, c is the control parameter, L is the searching lengtll, S is the
searching set and f is an evaluation functioll.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
3.1 Cllaracteristics of The Problem
The combinatorial optimization problen1 has saIne characteristics:
1. A fertilizer option table cOlltains two basic functions c(x) and r(x), where x is tile
option identification number. c(x) and rex) are nonlinear, non-llegative and discrete.
2. Because the scales of N, P, K are fixed to 10 pOUllds, there is not an obvious
relation between any two fertilizer OptiOllS of one field in tIle sense of fertilizer
composition. On the otller lland, there is a relation between fertilizer options for one field
in the sense of cost, returll, return rate and increasing return rate.
3. For different fields, the i_th field and the j_th field, tllere are no relatiollS
between option identification nunIber variables Xi and Xj for functions ri(xj), rj(xj '), ci(Xj)
and Cj(Xj)' TIle condition is different froln a conlnlon nOlllinear programmillg problem, ill
\Vllich the objective function j{x) alld condition functiollS gj(X), 1 ~ j s n, llave a
common variable vector x == {Xl, ... ,xn }.
4. Tile bound constraint and tile COl11binatorial constraint SllOW tllat tIle problem is
related to nonlillear progranlnling and combinatorial optimization.
3.2 ASSUlllption And Simplification
Based on tIle above analysis, tIle following assumption and simplification are made.
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1. Because the focus of the problem is on cost and return, N, P, K and Lime iteITIS of
a fertilizer option will not be considered in the process of solving the probieln.
2. Because the problem is to minilnize cost and nlaximize return, fertilizer options
of each field can be reduced by sorting the fertilizer option table on both cost and return
items into monotone decreasing order witll respect to option identification nunlber x and
discard those fertilizer options in Wllich cost item or returll item does 110t fit a mOll0tol1e
decreasing order.
3. After sorting cost and return items into monotone decreasillg order, a new table
is created for a field. In a new table, new functions c'(x) and r'(x) are nonlillear,
nonnegative, discrete and monotolle. Function values of e'(x) are dependent; i.e., tIle
function value of upper fertilizer option can be obtained by addillg some value to tile
lower fertilizer option, Le. e'(f) = c'(i+ 1) + G, a > o. Function values of r'(x) are
dependent, too; Le., r'(f) = r'(i+ 1) + b, b > O.
CHAPTER IV
OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM
4.1 Outline Of TIle Algorithnl
Because the problem is special and is relative to nonlinear programming alld
combinatorial optilnization, allY single existent algoritlun such as any algorithl11 for
nonlinear programming, does not fit. Tile strategy of "divide and conquer" is taken to
design an approximation algorithm for tile problem.
There are two approaches in the algorithtll. If the first approach fails, tile second
approach will cOlltinue to work ulltil solutions are found. The first approacll is to use the
increasing return/cost rate in the second Ilorn1al tables as a heuristic to searcll globally. In
the first approacll, the nlait1 goal is to l11aximize tIle return al1d l11inill1ize the cost ullder
the bound of limited capital, and the global searching is all10ng tile second 110rmal
tables. The searclling uses a large granulity, Wllich means it nlay cross many options in an
input table within one searching step. This results in global and effective searching.
Some ideas of Iloillinear programnling are adopted 11ere.
Tile second approacll is to combille a gelletie algorithm and a simulated annealing
algorithm to searell globally. In the secolld approacll, the main goal is to satisfy the
combinatorial constraillt while using a genetic algorithm to search using a small step
size (option by option in the increasing rate table) and using the simulated annealing
algoritllffi recursively to search globally. Both the genetic algorithm and the simulated
annealing algorithm, attenlpt to maximize tile return and minimize the cost with the help
16
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of increasing return/cost rate on the increasing rate tables and the second normal fonn
tables.
There are three main parts in the algorithm :
1. Global heuristic searching,
2. Recursive simulated alulealing algoritluTI searching,
3. Local genetic algorithm searching.
The detailed algorithm is presented in the following cllapter.
4.2 Tables
Since the functions, c'(x) alld r'(x) are -given in the [orIn of a table, SOllle operations
of the algorithm work on tile functions alld return results in tile form of a table.
Definitions of some tables, whicll are used ill the algorithm, are given in order to deal
witll the problem easily. l"'hey are tile input table, the Olltput table, the first nornlal fOfll1
table, the increase i~ return/cost rate table and tile second llormal fOfln table. An input
table is a fertilizer option table Wllicll cOlltains two functions, r(x) and c(x) for a field.
One field has only one input table. All output table lists compollellt optiOll of an optimal
solution or a near optilllal solutioll for eacll field. Tile first normal form table is an option
table, which is tile starting POillt of tile algoritllm. Tile increase in return/cost rate table
and the second normal forll1 table are two option tables, which are two parts of tile first
approach ill the algoritllin.
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Definition 7 (First Normal Form Table)
An option table is said to be the first 110rmal fornl table if and ollly if the return
and cost terms in the table are monotone decreasillg with respect to tile option
identification number x.
Definition 8 (Input Table)
An input table of an option table is its first normal form table. It llas field size and
field identification number itenls and does not llave Yield, N, P, K, and LillIe itelTIs.
Table 2 TIle First Norlnal Form Table For Table 1
Option Yield N P K Lime Cost Return Return
# ----_..--- pound --------- ton $ $ Rate
/acre /acre 0/0
1 39.8 50 20 20 0.0 17.60 31.50 179
2 39.4 50 20 10 0.0 16.50 31.12 189
3 38.9 50 10 20 0.0 15.40 30.74 200
4 38.4 50 10 10 0.0 14.30 30.40 213
5 37.8 40 10 20 0.0 13.20 29.76 225
6 37.4 40 10 10 0.0 12.10 29.52 244
The optiOll numbers in Table 2 are updated.
Definition 9 (The Increase In Return/Cost Rate Table)
An input table is said to be the il1crease in return/cost rate table if and only if
each itenl includes the percentage of increase in return/cost rate denoted by fC, which is
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calculated on the base of cost level and return level of the lower option witll respect to tIle
option number i by the following formula:
Increase in Return/Cost Rate of Option i = { [Return (i) - Retunl (i+J)] / [Cost (i) - Cost
(;+1)] }x 100.
Definition 10 (The Second Normal Fornl Table)
All increase in return/cost rate table is said to be tIle seclJnd n()rnlal.!orln lalJle if
and only if the increase in return/cost rate terlllS in the table are monotone increasing
with respect to the option identification nUll1ber x.
Table 3 Illput Table Of Table 2.
Field Option Field Cost Return Return
id id Size $ $ Rate
(acre) 0/0
1 50 17.60 31.50 179
1 2 50 16.50 31.12 189
1 3 50 15.40 30.74 200
1 4 50 14.30 30.40 213
1 5 50 13.20 29.76 225
1 6 50 12.10 29.52 244
Table 4 The Increase In Return/Cost Rate Table of Table 3.
Field Option Field Cost Return Illcrease In
id id Size $ $ Return/Cost
(acre) Rate %
1 1 50 17.60 31.50 34.5
1 2 50 16.50 31.12 34.5
1 3 50 15.40 30.74 30.9
1 4 50 14.30 30.40 58.2
1 5 50 13.20 29.76 2] .8
4 •
1 6 50 12.10 29.52 244
Table 5 The Second Nornlal Form Table of Table 4.
Field id Option Field Cost Return Illcrease In
id Size $ $ Return/Cost
(acre) Rate %
1 1 50 17.60 31.50 33.33
1 4 50 14.30 30.40 40
1 6 50 12.10 29.52 244
20
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For adopting the concepts of tIle genetic algorithm aIld SilTIulated annealing
algorithm in tIle new algorithln, several choices must be nlade.
1. Population of Search Nodes
The initial population of searcll nodes of simulated allllcaling algorithm is fertilizer
options in the second nornlal fornl table of all fields.
The population of searcll nodes of genetic algorithm is fertilizer options in the
increase in return/cost rate table of all fields.
2. Fitness Function/Cost Function
The fitness function value of an option for genetic algorithm is the increase in
return/cost rate of the option in the increase in return/cost rate table.
The cost function value of an option for simulated annealing algorithm IS the
increase in return/cost rate of the option in the second normal form table.
3. Genetic Operator
The fertilizer opti011S in the second normal form table of all fields are sorted into a
list L in a monotone decreasing order. Let L = { opI, 0P2, ... , 0Pn }, rc of 0Pi ~ rc of
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0pi+l ; 0Pl + 0p2 is offspring of oPI, i.e. (i+l)_th offspring == i_til offspring + 0Pi+2
for the simulated annealing algoritllm.
For a field, any optiOll in tile second normal fornl table can be a head of a group of
options in the increase in return/cost rate table. In the genetic algoritllnl, an i_til offspring
may be generated by adding an option A in tile increase in return/cost rate table to tile (i-
t }_th offspring. OptiOll A is in a group headed by a option in list L.
4. Probabilty
Values 0 and 1 are generated randonlly. If 1 is obtained, tile gelletic algoritllnl will
be executed within a group options headed by the 0Pi+2 of list L during tile simulated
annealing searching at tIle i_th step. If 0 is obtained, it will be executed within a group
options headed by the 0Pi+1 of list L during the simulated anllealing searclling at tile
i_th step.
5. Stop Criterion




There are several steps to realize global heuristic searching:
1. Generate the increase in return/cost rate table for each field,
2. Generate the second normal form table for each field,
3. Sort options on the increase in return/cost rate among tile secolld normal form
tables into a decreasing order list L,
4. Pick options from L, one by aIle, alld calculate the acculllulative cost C,
5. Obtain an optilual solution or obtain a solution with nlaximum returtl alld
minimum cost that does not satisfy tile COlllbinatorial constraillt and go to tile second
approach (simulated allnealillg).
Algorithm 2 Gel1erate The Increase In ReturrllCost Rate 1~able
Input: An input table.
1. Calculate option llumber 11.
2. For (i = n - 1; i > 0; i-I)
rc(i) = (r(i)- r(i+1)) / (c(i) - c(i+1) ).
3. Output: An increase in return/cost rate table.
4. Halt.
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Algorithm 3 Generate Tile Second Normal Fonn Table
Input: An increase in return/cost rate table.
BEGIN
1. Calculate option number n.
2. Initialize rc(n+1)=0.
3. FOR (i=n-I; i < 0; i-I)
IF (rc(i+ I) < rc(i)) {
calculate a new fc(i) based on tile optiOll [orin row i+2;







4. Output: A second normal form table.
END
Algorithm 4 Sorting




1. FOR (i=l; i<n+l; i+l)
Count option number Ni for field i;
2. Temp = re(N 1) ;
FOR (i=2; i<n+ 1; i+ 1) {
IF ( Tell1p < rc(Ni) )
Temp = rc(Ni);
ELSE IF ( Tenlp == rc(Nj») {
IF ( Telllp.fieldsize < i-til field size) {
Tenlp = rc(Ni);
}
ELSE IF (rrelnp.fieldsize == i-tIl fiel<.i size) l





3. L[m] = Tenlp; rn+l; option number of Temp's field -1.
4. IF all Ni = 0, i = 1, ... , n, Goto 5; ELSE Goto 2.




Algorithm 5 Global Heuristic Searching
Input: List L[m], field number, Capital, error.
BEGIN
1. Cost =0;
2. FOR (i=O; i<m;i+ 1) {
Cost =Cost + L[i]' Cost;
IF (Cost > Capital + error)
Goto 3.
ELSE IF ( Capital - error ~ Cost ~ Capital + error) {
Put L[i] into output table
Goto 4.
}
Put L[i] into output table
}
3. Output: The output table (the optimal solutioll), Goto 5.
4. Output: The output table (the solution with nlaximum return and minimum cost, but
not satisfy the combinatorial constraint), Goto 6.
5. Halt ( end searclling ).
6. Halt ( continue on for tile second approach ).
END
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After the global heuristic searching, an output table is generated. TIle illcrease in
return/cost rate of each option in tile Olltput table is 110 less thall tile retufll rate of allY Olle
of the other options in L, which are not obtained from tile Sill1ulated allllealillg searcllillg
and the genetic searching of the algorithm until now. In otller words, tile options ill tile
output table have the maximum return and minimuln cost because the)' llave the
maximum increase in return/cost rate among all options of all fields.
5.2 Local Genetic Searclling
The local genetic searching involves searclling tile illcrease ill return/cost rate tables,
the second norllla} fornl tables and L[nl]. From L[m] alld tIle second llormal form tables,
a range in tIle increase in return/cost rate tables, is searclled; selected itenls are placed ill
L[m] in sorted order.
Algorithm 6 Local Gelletic Searclling
Input: L[Step], L[Step+l], optioll_id = OptiOll nunlber ofL[Step]
BEGIN
1. FOR (i=l,i<group size; i+l)
IF (optoin_id-Lrc > L[Step+l].rc)
option B = option_id-i and Goto END;
2. IF L[Step].re < L[Step+1].re or L[Step].size "* L[Step+1].size




5.3 Sinlulate Annealillg Searching
The algorithm involves algorithm 6 and executes algoritllll1 6 recursively.
Algorithm 7 Sinlulated Annealing Searcllillg
Input: Last_Remain, list L, output table P, Step;
BEGIN
IF L[Step+ 1] is not tile last item in L {
1. IF random() = 1, Step+1, Algoritllnl 7 (SitTIulated Allnealillg Searchillg)
ELSE IF ralldom() = 0, Goto 2;
2. Algorithm 6 (Local Gel1etic Searclling ) amollg tIle group options represellted by tile
last option A put in P and tile next optiOIl in L to generate an option B;
IF tllere is atl option B
Goto 3;
ELSE
Step+1, Algorithtll 7 (Simulated Arulealing Searclling) ;
3. IF exp«B.rc-A.rc)/ Last_Remain) > random[O,l)




ELSE (L[Step+1] is the last item in L.)
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Algorithm 6 (Local Genetic Searclling) among the group options represented by tile
last option A put in P and the next option in L to generate an option B;
IF there is an option B







A program written in C has beell ill1plemented on an IBM 386 conlpatible persollal
computer. It works on all example witll 20 discrete functions, obtains solution(s) withill 5
seconds.
The output of tile program has three pllases:
1. Tile optilnal solution or a partial result obtailled by globailleuristic searcllillg,
2. An optinlal solution, tilat does not satisfy the cOlnbinatorial constraillt obtaineti
by globailleuristic searcl1ing,
3. A near optill1al solution satisfying tIle combillatorial constraillt obtailled by
genetic and silnulated annealing searching.
When the first approacll of the algoritllm obtains an optimal solution, the output
has only phase 1. Otllerwise, tile output 11as the three phases.
In tile following sections, the l1unlerical results of an example not only shows the




6.2 Result of Global Heuristic Searching
Table 7 Optimal Solution Or A Partial Result
Field 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Option 1 4 4 4 6 6 1 4 4 4
Field· 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Option 6 6 4 4 4 4 6 6 4 6
Fund $3200.00, Cost $3186.70, Return $8218.84, Returtl 257.910/0.
6.3 Result Of Pllase 2
Let L[i] be an itetl1 of L[nl], wllich is the last one cilecked in tIle global Ileuristic
searching routine, atld resllits in C > Capital + error. Based on the results of global
l1euristic searching, to take the option given by L[i] and to use tile rest Capital after L[i-l]
to fertilize partial of tile field wllich is identified by L[i] to get tIle solution with
maximulu return aJId nlinilllum cost.
RESULT (An optimal solution not satisfying the combinatorial constraint):
Extra option 1 for field 13, fertilize 4.030318 acre(s) only!
The other acre(s), use the option on tIle above list (phase 1).
Fund $3200.00, Cost $3200.00, Return $8284.29, Return 258.880/0.
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6.4 Result Of Simulated AImealing
Table 8 A Near Optilllal Solution
Field 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Optio 4 4 4 6 6 4 4 4
n
Field 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Optio 6 6 2 4 4 4 6 6 4 6
n
Fund $3200.00, Cost $3197.70, Returll $8227.29, Return 257.29%
6.5 COlnparison
Two interestillg things are obtailled by comparing tIle above tllree output pllases:
1. TIle solution ill pllase 2 has tile Ilighest return,
2. AltllOUgll tIle solution in pllase 3 Ilas $8.45 more return than tile return of the
solution in phase 1, it llas $11 more cost tl1an the cost of the solution in pl1ase 1.
According to tile structure of tIle algoritllm, the return of the solution ill pllase 2 is
never less tllall tIle return of tIle solution ill phase 1. The solution in phase 3 may have
more retuftl and less cost tllan tIle solution in pllase 1. It is also possible that tIle other
cases between tile solutions of pllase 1 atld phase 3 may occur. So, in some case, tllree
phase outputs are provided for user to choose from.
The computing cOlnplexity of the algorithtn is about 13 x 102 for 20 field, 10
options per field, II x 502 for 20 fields, 50 options per field. Conlparing with the trversal
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algorithm, the algorithm reduces the computing cOlnplexity frOlTI O(mn) to 0(1112), wl1ere
n is field number, m is option number per field.
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APPENDIX A
A COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM OF FINDING
THE BEST RETURN WITI-I LIMITED CAPITAL
AMONG 1-20 FIEIJD(S)
FOR
Computer Software Series CSS-47
NPK$PLUS:
AN INTERACTIVE MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAM TO IN1"ERPRET SOIL 1"ES1"





A COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZArrION PROGRAM OF FINDING






COlnputer Software Series CSS-47
========================================~===========
NPK$PLUS:
AN INTERACTIVE MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAM TO INTERPRET SOIL TEST





The program reads cost and return data of many fields (1-20), a capital and a field
number, finds the best return with the limited capital alnong tile options of all fields.
INPUT












return rate (%) per acre
2. Capital (input from keyboard)
float F; capital.
3. Field llumber (input fronl keyboard)
int N;
OUTPUT
working on N fields.
A list of option nUlnber for each field. Limited Capital, total cost of tile decision.
Total return, total return rate (0A») of the decision.
METHOD












typedef struct record ree; record variable type: rec
struct field { keep records for each field
ree option[l 0];
};















option nUlnber record for 20 fields




field records with original options
and return/cost calculated based on
the lower option
field records witll merged options
and return/cost calculated based on
the lower merged option
sortillg results of nlerged options of
all fields














table length counter (option number counter)
merge options and calculate return/cost
on the lower merged option base in order
to get a new talbe with monotone decreas-
ing return/cost.
calculate return/cost on tile lower
option base
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5. SRCHl(B,s_start,s_end) recursive search the next option atld put






















typedef struct record ree; 1* record variable type: ree *I
struct field {
ree option[10];
/* keep records of a field */
};








char Fund[6], fieldnum[3], filename[21];
char at [3],a2[2],a3[4],a4[5],a5[5],a6[5];
int ij,l,i l,j 1,L1[21 ],L2[21 ],temp1,Bup_step,DP_counter;
int s_start,s_end,info,fid,op1,op2,argu,t_rc,t_rc 1;
float Last_T2, Tl_cost, T2_cost, Teost, OPcost, DPrtn;
float fyortion, dif_cost, MIN, SMC, SSC, Sts;
fld £[21 ],f2[21 ],t£2[21], ROC(), MO();





























printf("\nEnter the name of the data file: \n");
gets(filename);
printf(tlEnter the Fund: \ntl );
gets(Fund);
F=atoi(Fund);
printf("Fund is $%.2f;\n", F);
printf("\llEnter the field number: \nlt );
gets(fieldnum);
N=atoi(fieldnum);
printf(ttThere are (is) %d field(s).\n", N);





* reading data file
*/
wllile(!feof(fp» {












f[i].optionU]=trans(temp); /* get record */









* calculate the sum of max cost of all fields and min cost














printf("delta = %d, SMC = %.2f, sse = %.2f, MIN = %.2f\n", delta, SMC, sse, MIN);
if(F>SMC) {









* create field tables with monotone decreasing return/cost
*/
for(i=O; i<N+1; i++) {

























if«temp.rc<tfI [i].option[L 1[i]-l ].rc) && (O<=L 1[i]-I) ) {
temp=trans(tfl [i].option[L I [i]-l ]);
temp.cost=tfl [i].option[L I[i]-l ].cost-tfl [i].option[L 1[i]].cost;
if(O<L 1[i]-l) 1* more than one option? *I




else if(temp.rc==tfl[i].option[Ll[i]-l].rc) { /* if ric's are equal */
if(temp.fieldsize<tfl [i].option[L1[i]-l ].fieldsize) {/* COlnpare size *I
temp=trans(tfl [i].optionlL1[i]-l ]);
temp.cost=tfl [i].option[L1[i]-l ].eost-tfl [i].option[L1[ill.eost;
if(O<Ll[i]-l) /* more tllan one option? *1




else if(temp.fieldsize==tfl [i].option[L 1[i]-l ].fieldsize) {
/* If sizes are equal *I
/* compare higher option *I
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if(O<L 1[i]-l) { •/* nlore than one option? */
if«O<templ) && (tenlpl<tfl [i].option[Ll [i]-2].rc)) {/* compare ric *1
temp=trans(tfl [i].option[L 1[i]-l ]);
temp.eost=tfl [i].option[L 1[i]-l ].cost-tfl [i].option[L 1[i]].cost;
if(O<L 1[i]-l) /* Is there an option? */






temp=trans(tfl [i].option[L 1[i]-l ]);
temp.cost=tfl [i].option[L I [i]-1 ].cost-tfl [i].option[L 1[i]].cost;
if(O<L1[i]-l)




















for(j=O;j<N ;j++) /* update option counter */








else if«T2_cost-delta<=Tl_cost) && (Tl_cost<=T2_cost+delta» {





forG=O;j<NJ++) /* update option counter */












printf(" %d", tfl [i].option[L 1[i]].optionid);
DPcost=DPcost+tfl [i].option[L I [i]].cost*tfl [i].option[L ll.i]].fieldsize;






printf(" %d", tf1 [i].option[L 1[i]].optionid);
DPcost=DPcost+tfl [i].option[L l[i]].cost*tfl [i].optioll[L 1[i]].fieldsize;






printf(tt %d", tf1 [i].option[L 1[i]].optionid);
DPcost=DPcost+tfl [i].option[L 1[i]].cost*tfl [i].option[L 1[i]].fieldsize;




printf("Fund: $%.2f, Cost: $%.2f,\n", F, OPcost);
printf(nRetum: $%.2f, Return Rate: %.2fllA»%.\n", DPrtn, DPrtn* lOOIDPcost);
printf("End of the program!\ntt );
exit(4);
}









printf(" %d", tft [i].option[L1[i]].optionid);
DPcost=DPcost+tfl [i].option[LI [i]].cost*tfl [i].option[L I [i]].fieldsize;




else if( IO<N) {
for(i=O;i<IO;i++) {
printf(" %d", tfl [i].option[L 1[i]].optiollid);
DPcost=DPcost+tfl [i].option[LI [i]].cost*tfl [i].option[LI [i]].fieldsize;
DPrtn=DPrtn+tfl [i].option[L I[i]].rtn*tfl [i].option[L 1[i]].fieldsize;
}
printf("\n----------------------------------------------------------\11 ft);
printf("FieId II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 I9 20\n");
printf(ftOption");
for(i= 1O;i<N;i++) {
printf(" %dft , tfl [i].option[IJ 1[i]].optionid);
DPcost=DPcost+tfl [i].uption[L I[ill .cost*tfl [i] .OptiOll[L 1[i]].fieldsize;




printf("Fund: $%.2f, Cost: $%.2f, ", F, DPcost);
printf("Return: $%.2f, Return Rate: %.2£01O%.\n\n", DPrtn, DPrtll* 100IDPcost);
for(i=O;i<N ;i++)
if(temp.fieldid=tfl [i].option[L 1[i]-I ].fieldid) {
if(tfl [i].option[L I [i]].cost > 0)







printf("----------------The Maximum Return Solution----------------\ntt );
printf("Extra option %d for field %d, fertilize %.2f acre(s) ollly!\n" ..
temp.optionid,i+1, f-portion);
printf("the rest acre(s) offield %d, take tile option on the above table!\n",i+l);
printf("Fund: $%.2f, Cost: $0/0.2f, ", F, F);
printf("Return: $%.2f, Return Rate: %.2FAl%.\n\n", DPrtn, DPrtn* lOO/DPcost);
DP[8up_step]=trans(ternp);
for(i 1=O;i I<N+ l;i 1++)
forO 1=O;j 1<L[i 1]+1;j 1++) {
if(fl [i I].option[j 1].optionid====tfl [i 1].option[L I [i 1]].optionid) {
choice[i I]=init();

















































rd2=trans(DP[s_start]); /* next itenl */
rdl=trans(po[s_start-l]); /* current item */
for(i=p_start-2;i>-1 ;i--) {










if«opl+l<op2-1) && (O<rdO.rc» {
t rc=O·- ,









if( rdllum < argu ) {
dif_cost=choice[fid].cost-( fl [fid].option[j] .cost-rdO.cost)~
T2_cost=T2_cost+di f_cost;











if( rdnuln < argu ) {

























} /* end of init */
f*******************************************
FUNCTION trans


















Calculate return/cost based on the lower option level.
current option return/cost
= (current option return - lower option return)
























} /* end of ROC */
/*****************************************************
FUNCTIONMD
Combine some adjacent options into one option to make a new
field talbe with less options such that the return/cost in
































































} /* end ofMD */
/***************************************************
FUNCTION LC
Count option number of a field after grouping the options into
monoton decreasing return/cost order.
f field












} /* end ofLC */
/****************************************************
FUNCTION SRCH 1
Recursively search next item and put it into decision package.
B rest Fund
s_start start position on sorted array of options






int step,i,i2j,k1,fid,fid I,t_rc I,t_rc1O,argu I;
int tempI ,1,10,11 ,12,op1,op2,p I,p2,flag,TRI ,TR2,1"'RP;
float sS,rc,T I_cost,T2_cost,T3_cost,Teast;












/* get the current item */
/* get tIle next item */









if(flag=l) { /* the last item */







forG=op 1; j<op2-1 ; j++) {








printf(tI ------------------ Near Optimal SoIution -----------------\n");






















dp 1cost=dp1cost+choice[i] .cost*choice[i] .fieldsize~




printf("Fund: $%.2f, Cost: $%.2f, ", F, dplcost);
printf("Return: $0/0.2f, Return Rate: %.2fl>iO%.\n", dp 1rtn, dp 1rtn* 1OO/dp 1cost);
}















for(j=op 1; j<op2-1; j++) {































































else if«T2_cost-delta<==Tl_cost) && (TI_cost<=1"2_cost+delta» {
II=next.fieldid-l ;
12=next.optionid-l;






printf("------------------ Near Optilnal Solution \11");



























printf("Fund: $%.2f, Cost: $O;O.2f~ ", F, dp Icost);


























if«opl+l<op2-1) && (O<=rdIO.rc» {
t rcl=O·- ,
for(j=op 1+ 1; j<op2-1; j++) {





argu 1=(t_rc l-t_rc 1O)/Las_T2;
rdnum=random(100);
argu 1=exp(argu 1)* 100;
if( rdnum < argu 1 ) {
dif_costl =clloice[fid].cost-(fl [fid].option[j].cost-rd I().C{)st);
T2_cost=T2_cost+dif_cost 1;











if( rdnum < argu1 ) {
























printf("------------------ Near Optimal Solution \11");


























printf("Fund: $%.2f. Cost: $%.2f, ", F, dp 1cost);

























if«opl+l<op2-1) && (O<=rdlO.rc» {
t rcl=O·- ,
for(j=op 1+1; j<op2-1; j++) {
t_rc 1=(fl [fid].optionfj-I ].rtn-rd1O.rto)/
(fl [fid].option[j-l ].cost-rd1O.cost);
t_rc IO=(fl [fid].option[j-2].rtn-rd IO.rtn)/
(fl [fid].option[j-2].cost-rd1O.cost);
if(rd12.rc<=t_rc I) {
argu 1=(t_rc I-t_rc IO)/Las_T2;
rdnunl=raIldom( 100);
argu1=exp(argu1)*] 00;











else if(rd12.cost!=O && rdll.cost!=O) {
argul =(rdI2.rtlllrd 12.cost-rd ll.rtn/rd ll.cost)/Las_T2;
rdnum=random( 100);
argu1=exp(argu1)* 100;
if( rdnum < argu I ) {



































else if«T2_cost-delta<=TI_cost) && (TI_cost<=T2_cost+delta)) {
11 =next.fieldid-l ;
12=next.optionid-1 ;






printf("------------------ Near Optilnal Solution \ntt );
















· oCt"\ \ U)oprlntl\ n---------------------------------------------------------- n ,










printf(nFund: $%.2f, Cost: $%.2f, ", F, dp 1cost);

























if«opl+l<op2-1) && (O<=rdIO.rc» {
t_rcl =0;
for(j=op 1+ 1; j<op2-1; j++) {
t rc 1=(fl [fid].option[j-l ].rtn-rd1O.rtn)/
- (fl [fid].option[j-l ].cost-rd IO.cost);
t rc IO=(fl [fid].option[j-2].rtn-rd1O.rtn)/






if( rdnum < argu 1 ) {
dif_cost1=choice[fid].cost-(fl [fid].option[j ].cost-rd lO.eost);
T2 cost=T2 cost+dif cost1·- - -'
choice[fid]=trans(fl [fid].optionfj]);






else if(rd12.cost!=O && rdl] .cost!=O) {
argu 1=(rd12.rtn/rd 12.cost-rd ll.rtn/rd ll.cost)/Las_T2;
printf(ttargu 1 1 %d\n" ,argu1);
rdnum=random( 100);
argul=exp(argul)* 100;
if( rdnum < argu 1 ) {


















if(s_start==s_end) { .. "
· tflr" Near Optimal Solution -----------------\n ).prln \ ------------------ ,



























printf("Fund: $0/0.2f, Cost: $%.2[, ", F, dp 1cost);










} /* end ofSRCHl */
/* ------ end of the functions ------ */
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APPENDIX B
INPUT TABLES OF EXAMPLE
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
1 1 10 6.6 16.24 246
1 2 10 5.5 15.37 279
1 3 10 4.4 14.50 330
1 4 10 3.3 13.68 415
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Returll Rate
(acre) $ $ %
2 1 10 6.6 9.64 146
2 2 10 5.5 9.34 170
2 3 10 4.4 9.04 205
2 4 10 3.3 8.78 266
2 5 10 2.2 5.78 263
Field # OptiOll # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
3 1 8 6.6 13.95 211
3 2 8 5.5 13.28 241
3 3 8 4.4 12.61 287
3 4 8 3.3 11.98 363
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ 0/0
4 1 20 6.6 10.53 160
4 2 20 5.5 10.15 185
4 3 20 4.4 9.78 222
4 4 20 3.3 9.44 286
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Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
5 1 40 17.6 31.5 179
5 2 40 16.5 31.12 189
5 3 40 15.4 30.74 200
5 4 40 14.3 30.4 213
5 5 40 13.2 29.76 225
5 6 40 12.1 29.52 244
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return ReturJl Rate
(acre) $ $ 0/0
6 1 30 15.40 29.78 193
6 2 30 14.30 29.11 204
6 3 30 13.20 28.58 216
6 4 30 12.10 28.03 232
6 5 30 11.00 27.48 250
6 6 30 9.9 26.98 273
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Retufll I~ate
(acre) $ $ %
7 1 15 6.6 16.24 246
7 2 15 5.5 15.37 279
7 3 15 4.4 14.50 330
7 4 15 3.3 13.68 415
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
8 1 10 6.6 9.64 146
8 2 10 5.5 9.34 170
8 3 10 4.4 9.04 205
8 4 10 3.3 8.78 266
8 5 10 2.2 5.78 263
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
9 1 8 6.6 13.95 211
9 2 8 5.5 13.28 241
9 3 8 4.4 12.61 287
9 4 8 3.3 11.98 363
71
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
10 I 20 6.6 10.53 160
10 2 20 5.5 10.15 185
10 3 20 4.4 9.78 222
10 4 20 3.3 9.44 286
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Returll Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
11 1 40 17.6 31.5 179
II 2 40 16.5 31.12 189
11 3 40 15.4 30.74 200
11 4 40 14.3 30.4 213
II 5 40 13.2 29.76 225
11 6 40 12.1 29.52 244
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Retuftl I~ate
(acre) $ $ %
12 1 30 15.40 29.78 193
12 2 30 14.30 29.11 204
12 3 30 13.20 28.58 216
12 4 30 12.10 28.03 232
12 5 30 11.00 27.48 250
12 6 30 9.9 26.98 273
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Returtl Return Rate
(acre) $ $ 0/0
13 1 5 6.6 16.24 246
13 2 5 5.5 15.37 279
13 3 5 4.4 14.50 330
13 4 5 3.3 13.68 415
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ 0/0
14 1 1 6.6 9.64 146
14 2 1 5.5 9.34 170
14 3 1 4.4 9.04 205
14 4 1 3.3 8.78 266
14 5 1 2.2 5.78 263
72
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
15 1 8 6.6 13.95 211
15 2 8 5.5 13.28 241
15 3 8 4.4 12.61 287
15 4 8 3.3 11.98 363
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ 0/0
16 1 25 6.6 10.53 160
16 2 25 5.5 10.15 185
16 3 25 4.4 9.78 222
16 4 25 3.3 9.44 286
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return I{eturn Rate
(acre) $ $ 0/0
17 1 40 17.6 31.5 179
17 2 40 16.5 31.12 189
17 3 40 15.4 30.74 200
17 4 40 14.3 30.4 213
17 5 40 13.2 29.76 225
17 6 40 12.1 29.52 244
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
18 1 3 15.4 29.78 193
18 2 3 14.3 29.11 204
18 3 3 13.20 28.58 216
18 4 3 12.10 28.03 232
18 5 3 11.00 27.48 250
18 6 3 9.9 26.98 273
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ 0/0
19 1 25 6.6 10.53 160
19 2 25 5.5 10.15 185
19 3 25 4.4 9.78 222
19 4 25 3.3 9.44 286
13
Field # Option # Field Size Cost Return Return Rate
(acre) $ $ %
20 1 40 17.6 31.5 179
20 2 40 16.5 31.12 189
20 3 40 15.4 30.74 200
20 4 40 14.3 30.4 213
20 5 40 13.2 29.76 225
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